Cortical maturation in normal and abnormal fetuses as assessed with prenatal MR imaging.
To establish the appearance of normal fetal cortical development in utero and compare it with the appearance of abnormal cortical development. Magnetic resonance (MR) images of the brain in 53 normal and 40 abnormal fetuses at 14-38 weeks gestational age (GA) were reviewed. The GAs at the time of MR imaging visualization of the fissures or sulci were compared with the GA guidelines based on neuroanatomic studies. In normal fetuses, the sulcation landmarks appeared on MR images in the order predicted by using anatomic studies, with a 0-8-week lag in the MR imaging visualization of the sulci compared with the reported time of visualization of the sulci in anatomic specimens. When landmarks were grouped by range of GAs, the expected MR imaging sulcation landmarks in the group with younger GAs than the actual GA were seen in 50 of 53 (94%) normal fetuses, in five of nine fetuses (56%, P < .05) with isolated mild ventriculomegaly, and in 24 of 31 fetuses (77%, P < .05) with other CNS anomalies. Normal fetal cortical maturation at MR imaging follows a predictable course that is slightly delayed compared with that described in neuroanatomic specimens. This maturation is often further delayed in fetuses with CNS abnormalities.